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1. Transmitted herewith If IP 	 A are	 4

tional develoseátq in the relationehip between
Marianna fLis.b.thk The enclosed ..a •.
U o t..', 1 -Norv 11{I
a. As of this writing conclusive evidence or a confession of agency

connections in behalf of a Cc:monist power has not been obtained
from MarionmEllsabeth SOME.

b. On 22 Ju37 IP% Marianna proposed to Michael EfEZELN that he visit
Zest Germany with her.

c. On 2 August 191& Marianna left Munich for.	
'

Giessen near Frankfurt,
Germany, where a reception center for Last German is lo-
cated. At the Giessen camp Marianna will endeavor to obtain legal
permiesion to reside in West Germany as a precondition for emigre-
Lion to the United States.

2. Efforts are now being made by alliwarties concerned to normalize	 .
EORZEAN I e status. These efforts are based on the following preferences
by the three persons involved:

a. Marianna Elisabeth ICEMAN desires a divOerc.from Michael IDDEZEAN
and to emigrate to the United State/. She wishes to nark time in
Wrest Germany as a Warman citizen, not as a stateless foreigner, Which
weld be the case were she V3 remain married.

b. Irena arns1.. P31wants to get new valid' documentation in her
nsme and disassociate herself in all wsys from Michael KORMAN.

She wishes to emigrate to the United States or Canada.

c. Michael KORMAN wishes to rid himself of both women.

3. As of/
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3. As of this-writing it is expected that in Giessen Marianna will obtain
perid.ssion to stay in West German,' and in all probability will return
to Munich, where she will begin efforts to migrate to the United States.

./
Michael NOR

BI
ZHAN cannot begin formal divorce proceedings until Irene

Iaroslava BIRO obtains new documentation in her true name.. Irene ex-
pacts to obtain new legal documents sometime in August 1954 (Irene
Yaroslava REBUS and Michael KORMAN have already informed the German
court that Irena's documents are falsified, and the court has already
instructed the °airman police to make appropriate amendments and issue
new documents). After Irene is newly documented, Michael KORZHAN will
apply for a divorce trom Marianna, and it is expected that, the divorce
will be granted in two months after the formal application. After the
receipt of her new documentsvIrenalaroslava BIHUS will attempt through
=sal procedure to emigrate to the United tates or Canada. Both
Irene BIHUS and Michael KORMAN are aware that Irene was accorded
special consideration in regard to 'her emigration to the United States
(Public Law 110) only by virtue of the belief that she was Michael
KORZHAN I s wife and that the promise of special consideration is not
necessarily binding in the light of recent revelations.

4. It is stressed that despite his intent of breaking off with Irene
Taroelava BIBUS, Michael KCaZHAN still 'wishes that the withdrawal from

•	 his escrow account in favor of Irena's brother be made. (BGMA-11086,
dated 17 May 1954; DIR-00894, dated 14 July 1954; and EOCW-176714, dated
29 July 1954). Michael KORMAN has been informed that the withdrawal

I

from his escrow account was increased by $20.83 (see RICW-178714, dated
29 July 1954), and consents to the withdrawal of any other expenses
connected with the transaction.

5. Transmitted to Headquarters as Attachment B are photocopies of the
following documents pertaining to Marianna Elizabeth KORMAN:
a. A Polish-language document dated 21 Jay 1947 issued by the city

administration of Lodz, Poland, wherein Marianne is granted German
citizenship insofar as the Polish authorities are concerned.

b. German-language police registration at Rohnstedt (Anmeldung bed der
polizeilichenlieldebehoerda), dated 1 September 1947.

c. Kreisaerzliches Zeugnis (certificate fram a county health office)
signed by a Dr. (full) =VIER at Sondershausen and dated 2 July
1952, wherein (Marianna) Elizabeth KORZHAN is authorized injections
for health purposes:

d. Ausweis fuer Sorialunterstuetzungserafaenger, issued in Sonders-
SENE-SEraated 28, J-une-1950.

e. Versicherungs-/

el'
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d. Verstahastngs-Augnreis Lama in Sondershanien, vIrtch authorises
spectal medical trestle* for Martin= Blisabeth KOBZBAN.

nes rs.c;(1\.`la

2 Attachments:
4. Korshan Reports
B. Photocopies of Z. Norshan's

documents
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A. KORMAN Report Dated 10 July 1954.

C'.	 CrOJI

WUHAN Reports

ittactoe;16111A to BOMA.-/2/65-
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1. On 9 July 1954 at 1100 hours I visited Marianna at her rooming

house at 40 Augustenstrasse Munich, in order to follow up aspects of
her story. She asked me why all her acquaintances have taken a cool -
attitude toward her, and stated that I seem to fear her. I toldliarianna
why her acquaintances have taken &reserved attitude, that she has spoken
with people who know my past (my OUR career, arrest by the Poles, work
with German Intelligence), and that they know that if the Soviets could
get hold of me they would have me hanged. They know, I continued, that
the Bolsheviks have banished eighteen of my relatives from their native
Zakomarye, Ukraine, to Sibeenk, that the Bolsheviks murdered my elder
brother °sip because of suspicion that he was in contact with me. And
swidenlymyr wife arrives in Munich after ten years under Communist rule,
legally and in good health, elegantly dressed, with a cheerful disposition,
and with an account of her past difficult to believe.

2. Marianna replied that the action of Soviet and Polish security
organs in her case can then be ascribed to ignorance. 4he replied as
follows: "Yee, I understand that my account is very improbable, but it
is true nevertheless. It was as I have related. Are the Bolsheviks
infallible? There are people who are lucky. Perhaps I belong to that
category of people. Why do all of you find this so difficult to under-
stand? Please tell me L" Thereupon I pointed out to Marianna some of
the falsehoods she had related to me. I spoke approximately as follows:
"On 7 July you stated that you were in jail in Lodz eight months because
you had no documents and because you were :suspected of being a German
agent. The charge of agency wiz dropped and the Polish military tri-
bunal sentenced you only because of loss of documents. ad the Poles
really put people in jail because of lack of documents? Were you the
only person to lose documents during the war? There were thousands who
lost their documents, and they were not jailed. why then were you
jailed? Here is one instance where all is not in order, and no one
will believe you. You were in jail, yes, but not because of lack of
documents. It will be believed that you were in prison because of
suspicions of your being a German spy, or because you are my wife. How-
ever, in such a case the term would not be for eight months, but for
eight years, or exile. Further, you stated that you were interrogated
but several minutes, and that you stated that you did not know anything
about sy activities. You expect all this to be believed because IUB
members are young and dumb,."

3. After regathering her thoughts, Marianna replied: "I was arrested
not because I had no documents but because I had a false document, a
false aueweis. When living with a Polish family in L'oenan, I was vithott
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documents. 'I saw that something must be done and gave my landlady a
diamond ring and she gave me a temporary Polish anomie. With the aid
of an ink eradicator, I erased the name of the original lady to wham
the document had been issued and wrote in my true name, Marianna Elisa-
beth KORMAN, my date and place of birth, and attached my photograph.
When inspected by Smersh, I presented that document and they looked
at it under the light, discovering that the document had been falsified.
When I was taken to the prison in Iodz, I there admitted that I was
German and I was sentenced for eight months of prison. This is all I
can Bey, and 80 it happened." To my question as to why she had not
revealed this matter earlier, Marianna replied as follows: "How can
I remember everything that took place ten years ago? I had forgotten
the matter, and recall it now. Why do you ask such things? I have
already told you that I shall not answer your questions in regard to
.matters about which I have already spoken. That is all." I explained
that I was trying to make her understand why her acquaintances have
taken a reserved attitude. I continued: "You stated that you told
the UB that you know nothing about my activities. But how do you ex-
plain the fact. that after four days the UB produced mrpicture and
asked whether you recognized the man it represented? could it not be
that the UB had a file on me and was looking for me? If so, how could
the UB be satisfied with your answer that you know nothing about my
activities?" Mariam: became coo/teed at this point, but gathering
herself together quickly, replied: "Whether Smersh or the UB knew
something about you, I do not know. I personally told them nothing.
I stated only that you had been with the German army, that you had been
on the Eastern front and had been in Krakow."

4. I then stated to Marianne that at least five times previously
I had asked her whether she had told her captors anything about my
work and that her standard reply had been that she told her.interro-
gators nothing. Now she admitted telling of my stay on the Eastern front
and in Krakow. "by the discrepancy? Marianna replied that all that
happened so long ago that she had forgotten some of the details. She
replied literally as follows: "I told the UB you were in the German
army. I also told them you had been on the Eastern front, and how
long. But I did not say that you worked in counter-intelligence. I
could have talked about that, because I saw and knew much. Ent I did
not want to harm you. I did not tell you this immediately because I
perceived that you and your friends suspect that I an a Soviet agent.
It was more advantageous for me to say to my captors that you had been
in the army only, without mention of your counter-intelligence work, for
then they would not question me further about yen. They would think

that you are a German, just as I, and so I kept silent in regard to
your war-time career. Had I spoken in detail about it, I would not
have left prison and would not be here today."

S. I switched our talk to what she told her captors about her
biography. Marianna stated that she had to provide her biography
"several tens of times." She would be interrogated, the interrogator



wrote down the data, read the finished product to her, and she would
sign it. I asked whether she mentioned my stay in Radimno, and she
replied that never had she done so. Asked :4y :IA, Marianna replied
as follows: "I could not say anything about Radimno, because in Radian°
you ordered the arrest of around twenty Bolshevik agents. If the DB
were to learn that, then I would not have been released from prison.
Therefore, I told the UB that from birth to 1940 I had lived in Lvov
and that subsequently I had moved to Sianok, where I lived until 1944,
that is, until I moved to Germany." I asked her what name she told the
DB she used in Sianok,.and she replied: "Marianna Elisabeth KORZHAN."
My question went as follows: "How could you have stated that you lived

Bianok as KORZHAN when in fact you lived there under the name of
70;i4v34-? Did you not fear that the UB would check, for Sianok is in

present-dey Poland? The matter could be checked in several days at
most. Moreover, how could you say that you had gone directly from Lvov
to Sianok in late 1940, for you well know that to June 1941 the Bolshe-
viks were in Lvov? Does that not indicate that you escaped illegally
from the Bolsheviks?" In reply Marianna stated: " It seems that in
fact the UB did not check whether I lived four year. in Sianok or what
=Re I used. As I have already stated, the UB officials in Lods were
young and dumb, without any special training, and they did not know how
to conduct such matters. They didn't even know that to June 1941 the
Bolsheviks had occupied Lvov. And so I was able to tell them I had
gone directly from Lvov to Sianok."

6. "Previously you told me," I continued, 'that when you were freed
from the camp in Lodz, a German repatriation commission had obtained
from Berlin all documents of your parents, sisters, and of yourself,
and that these documents show that since 1940, you and your family have
been Germans, possessing Getman kennkarte. Is that true?" harianna'e
reply: "It is tree. The commisiVii-Eirall of our documents."

UNMAN: "If that is true, then these documents &WV that you and your
entire family had lived in Radian°, for it was in Radian° that
all of you received your German documents. Your address at
that time was put in those documents. From those German
documents the UB easily could see that you had lived in Radimno.
And yet you say that you mentioned nothing about Radimno."

Marianna: "Perhaps the documents did not came from Berlin. They might
have been from Novy Star, that is, the place where my
German relatives lived and where I had lived for a brief
period during the war."

KORZHAN: "What sort of documents could the German repatriation mission
have obtained from Nory Stay? At most, registration of
residence by both yourself and your relatives at Novy Stav.
Could such suffice to satisfy the commission that you are
German?"

4EiNiEL



Marianna: "t appears that it did, for L was declared to be a Gamma."

KORZHAN: "In Novy Stay you had no German document:: whatsoever. You
had but a false fremdenpass isqued under the name KCSZHAN
and which stipulated that you were stateless."

Marianna: "After all, all this is not important. In the camp where
was, there were people who had never been Germans, and yet
all were taken to the "'astern cone of Germany and, without
investigation, giver:German citisenship. Please don't ask
me about such things anymore, for I have not come here in
order to be investigated, but to see my husband. You had
better think about howl can acquire local documents. I
shall give you no more answers. I see that have made you
much trouble; that I have mixed up your plans. It will be

• interesting to see what you will now do.

KORMAN: "How did you mix up my plans and what trouble do you have in
mind?"

Marianna: "I have learned that you are now an important man that you
circulate in the best company, with people of importance
in politics. You go to the best Munich nightclubs. In a
word, you_are a,--raxmnoiW7sRWUE7-161-"AZEMV-IOpears
your uncultured, pooifyr d wife, with wham you cannot
go anywhere. You have to limit your contacts. That is what
I mean in swing that I have spoiled your plans. You your-
self know well that my arrival is unpleasant. You cannot
deny that I amyl= wife. I have many photographs from Lvov
of you with me and my relatives. Then you were an unim-
portant man. Today you are an important figure. Do you
want to see these photographs?"

KORZHAN: "Gladly."

7. Marianna showed me a photograph made after our marriage in
1936, as well as other snapshots from Lvov. To XT queetien where she
obtained them, she replied from her father in America. To me that
seemed impossible, for I had seen her father and sisters in Salzburg
in the period 1945-1947 and they did not have as much as one photo-
graph of Marianna. Therefore, I told Marianna that L knew as a matter
of certainty that her father had no such pictures. Marianna: "Inter-
esting. And how do you know that he didn't?" KOHZHAN: " 1 saw your
father after the war." Marianna: "That is impossible. You don't even
know where my father was after the war." KORZHAN: "Your father, toward
the end of the war, worked for the railroad in Steiermark. After the
war he lived in Salzburg, from where he went to America. For two years
I had access to your father and sisters. I talked with them and know



that they had no pictures of you." Marianna: "That is possible. I
got the photograph from relatives in Bitterfeld."

8. On 10 July I again visited Marianna. I told her I needed her
documents in order to make arrangements for her registration with the
local anthorities. I told her that there might be some difficulties
in registration, and she firmly replied: "I OR perplexed that you
make such a big thing out of registering me. You give the impression
that mountains must be moved in order to obtain permission for me to
stay. In fact it can be done easily. I was told that when I arrived
here, I should go either to the police or-Vra regpand  to
annowneyourefertfiaThften_yeare I lived

tniirTMECIrlliriM to locate-ion ialesired to stay in
WesITISt-thir120Srtrter-nsmgroffratialrInittreTiatirinietNier
En-Tict you lived here, and in consequence I would obtain permission
to star. Not only permission, but financial aid until I found employ-
ment. Why do you make it so difficult wheal know all about it and
I have been informed in detail?"
KORMAN: 'Who gave you that information?"
Marianna: "I was so informed by the Volkapoltsei (East German police)."

KORZHANI "Co the Volkepolis  knew you did not intend to return to the
•	 East Zone? Yet they caused you no trouble. Where was this

Volkspolisei station located?"
Marianna: "I was so told by one menber of the Volkspolizei) not in his

office, but pvate1i, I had to travel to the police in
order to derëTáter. As I was returning home, a policeman
traveling on the same train who was in charge of our village
and who knew me, told me about this matter. He is a police-.
man of the type that lives well with the popplace and aids
them. He has nothing to do with politics. de told me that

I wheal had received permission to 
village

in the 'test
with	

Zone,
I could th impunity return to my in the East Zone
and pick up my things, that the local police would make no
difficulties because my husband lived in West Germany."

9. At this meeting I examined Marianna l s pictures more closely.
One is of Marianna at a health resort. To lay question as to for what
sickness she was being treated, Marianna replied that she was sent by
the health board to a resort in order to get treatments for her nerves
and heart, that as a result of her prison and camp experiences her
nerves had been wasted. Even now, she stated, all was not veil, al-
though her health had improved greatly.

10. I have even here a running account of two meetings with Marianna.
I am of the opinion that when under UB detention, Marianna told everything
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she knew about :Kr war-time activities. fbe is withholding these things
now because, as she herself stated, if she had told the UB about my
activities then she would not have been released. I feel that abs
received permission, aid, and instructions of an unknown nature from
Communist intelligence organs. The fact that the Bast German police
gave her instructions on bow to register in West Germany indicates
that the authorities knew of her intentions. I am of the opinion that
Marianna should be interrogated by competent American or West German
authorities.

U. Photocopies of her East German documents are enclosed. (See
attachment B, this dispatch.)

B. KORZHANReport Dated 11 July 1954.

1.. In regard to my wife, I talked with two lawyers, Dr. Ewald
RUDOLF, Arcostrasse 5, Munich, and Dr. Wolfgang ULRICH, tIngererstrasse
43, Mach. The following MB discussed:

a. Because Marianna might at any moment go to the German
police in Munich or to the refugee camp at Valka in order to re-
quest permission to stay in West Germany, revealing thereby that
her husband resides in Munich, it will become known to the author-
ities that I am living now with another Inman. In this cape, the
German police will begin an investigation on suspicion of bigamy
and I will have to show that no bigamy is involved. To disprove
the suspicions of the police will be very difficult. witnesses
will be consulted and Marianna's objective of compromising me will
have been attained.

b. To avoid the above, both lawyers see but two possibilities.
One is for me, prior to Narienna's going to the police, to file an
accusation against myself for giving the police false information
about myself and Irene lerosIavaElMUS, and court action will follow.
The court action will authorize Iiroslava to assume her legal name
of BIM. This possibility is disadvantageous because the court
action will be public and productive of gossip or scandal, because
a -prison term might be handed down by the court, and because a
prison term means a criminal record, which complicates any future
plans for emigration. A second possibility is for no to find some-
one with influence with the German police, and this person with
influence would arrange matters with the police by circumventing
court action on the basis of documents produced, whereupon the
police will order proper corrections in police records without the
:usual court action. If such a person with influence can be found,
he should act immediately, before Marianna goes to the police.
Moreover, recently the West german parliament granted an amnesty
for cases similar to mine. °loth lawyers held that this second
possibility was the better.
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. 	 2. Therefore, I ask whether it is possible for the Americans to
arrange for the correction of the documents with the German police

. without the necessity for overt court action. If there is no such
possibility, can I make efforts through some other channel for aid in
this matter? I want to emphasise that I must do all in order to pre-
vent the compromise army person. Otherwise I an finished in Germany.

C. KORZHAN Report Dated 12 July 1954.

1. In a talk on 12 July, Marianna told me, that during her stay
in the Lods prison and in the work camp, she was a privileged person.
During her stay in prison she was in charge of her cell and was reo-
pening* for all the prisoners in that cell. She did not have to do
any of the cell chores, and frequently the guards took her to town,
where she ad shopping, went with the guards to restaurants. Although
sentenced to prison for eight months, she was freed after Bigmouths
of oonfineaent and taken to a work camp t there she worked for the
Soviet command, first as a housemaid. be sewed clothing for MVD
soldiers, for their wives and children, and later worked as an assistant
for the cook. Later she worked as a seamstress in the building of the
Polish Camouniut Party, where she sewed flags, made underclothes for
US members and their families. Later still she was allowed to live
in the Communist-party building and was able to save money and buy
clothes and other items in the town. She was also permitted to go to
town to work.

2. To my question as to whether other women had Bach privileges,
Marianna. replied negatively. To gy question as to why she deserved
such preferred treatment, Marianna was unable to give a clear answer.
She stated merely that she was very diligent, and her industriousness
marked her off from the other woman internees. This suggests strongly
to me that at that early time in her stay under the Communists, Marianna
was being prepared for a special assignment.

D. KORZHAN Report Dated 15 July 1954:

1. During the course of my talks with Marianna I was unable to
learn the underlying reason for her appearance in gnich. In response
to ray questions and those of her friend Olga FILIPOVICH, Marianna
has replied approximately as follows:

a. I came to Munich in order to meet my husband and to talk
about our future. I was cognizant of the fact that our meeting
would be of decisive significance and that on the basis of this I
would have to work out my future. Although WAA told by my friends
in America that in all probability gyhusband would refuse to
continue our married life, I still had hopes that we could reach
same agreement. I felt that he would take me to his home, furnish
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me with subsistence, audio general concern himself about my
welfare. I could find no reason why he should not welcome Me
and why he should not permit me to remain with him. I had been
toldAnthe Bast Zone that it was possible that my husband night
have married someone else in the meantime. However, I was also
told that if he had married again under German law, which authorizes
a person to remarry if he has no word of Its spouse after three
years, his second marriage would be immediately invalid upon
appearance of the the first legal spouse. Therefore, I calcu-
lated that with the presentation of the necessary documents,
notwithstanding any other arrangements which he might have made,
I would be recognized as his only legal spouse. Furthermore,
even though my husband has informed me that he has remarried,
all the wool do not believe him. I know for certain that he
is not harried. In view of the above, I have no understandift
Whateower why it is that he refUses categorically to live with
me in the future.

b. My plan for the future wax as follows: If my husband
were to refuse to live with me I would attempt to take advantage
of my. husband's presence in Munich and make application, as his
Legal spouse, for permission to remain in West Germany, receive
West German documents, and make attempts to emigrate to the U.S.
where my two sisters and step-father now reside. As a resident
of Bast Germany, I had no opportunity to emigrate to the.U.S. ex-
cept possibly eventually from Berlin; however, I had bean told_
that it was considerably more difficult to igrate from Berlin
than from West Germany. My sister and brother-in-law, the latter
being an American citizen, assured me that within six months after
my arrival in Munich, I would have the opportunity to emigrate to
the U. S. particularkyirmumuch as I would be traveling as a
German refugee from the Bast Zone.

2. The above constitutes the entirety of Merianna l s statements
to_QUagIIIPOWICg in explanation of her reason for arriving in Munich.

AShe - a d to me a similar version on 15 July. In reply to my queries
concerning the source who had furnished her with this information, not
all of which was true and accurate, she did not venture to say that
it had been the Volkspolizei (as she had said in the past) but merely
replied that the information had been furnished to her by good friends.

3. Al.). my efforts to discuss her reasons for casing to West Ger-
many were unsuccessful. On the contrary, on her own initiative she
began to talk about the "groundless supposition" that she had been
sent to the West by the Bolsheviks. She spoke as follows: "Fromey
first day in Munich, from my first meeting with Olga FILIPOVICH and
her h sband, from my first encounter vittUngine  42,INAKOVSKY'

_ap	 TSKY„ and finally from my meeting
have tecte and felt that everyone has been unnecessarily carefhl
and suspicious and that I an being suspected of having been sent to
Munich by the Bolsheviks. All these suspicions give me no peace
unnerve me and are very painful. What reasons do these individuals
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have to suspect ms? I have never had anything in common with the
Bolsheviks and I have never worked for them; my arrival in Munich
came about as a result of the information furnished by my sisters in order
to assist me to emigrate to the United States. If it had not been for
my sisters, who urged no to go to Munich, I scold have legalised in
East Germany Where I had a job, peace, and where no one was interested
in ma or had any suspicions.

I. In response to her statement, I told her not to be surprised
attic conduct of the aforementioned individuals inasmuch as it was
currently normal to suspect anyone who arrives in the West from Eastern
Germany. In reply, Marianna stated: "Everything that I have Already
said about my stay in oland, about wy interrogation and what I said
during the interrogation by the UB, about my incarceration in jail
and in the labor coup, and about gy stay in Eastern Germany is true.
I added nothing about myself, I have not told you writes but have
merely related the facts as they occurred. It my friends ;ease to
believe Vhat I say, I am at the end of my resources. I will always
continue to say the same thing because I have nothing different to
tell. Why is it that all of you hare in the West are se so convinced
that the BB or the secret German (lest) police are so alaigi2ty aid
know everything? They are only humans and nothing else. here is
much that they do not know. It is natural that you here should marvel
that I succeeded in giving them answers shish, had they been Checked,
would have been found to be untruthful. However, I had luck in this
respect, and the police evidently did not check py statements or other-
wise I would not have been in West Germany at the present time."

5. From all of gy conversations with Marianna to date, gy impres-
sions are as follows:

a. Either for personal reasons or by special assignment
from someone, Marianna has decided to ccue to Munich to attempt
a reconciliation with me. Although I have informed her at our
first meeting that her intents are not realisable, she has not
considered it necessary to change her original intent. Two
possible explanationw play a role here.

b. Marianna feels that if she succeeds in legalising and
living with me, she will be assured of a living not worse than
that during the German occupation of the Ukraine when she did not
have to concern herself with money problems. such a life impressed
her at that time and made her feel important. She paid no heed
to our personal relationship and it played a minor role for her.
She was basically interested in personal security• alone. In all
probability she considers that the paAt can be repeated. Addi-
tionally, not revealing her source of information Marianna affirms
that she had heard that I associate with elegant society, that I

SECO-
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visit various expensive bars, taverns, tc. in Munich. On the
basis of this information she concludes that I am well-off
financially. The aforementioned does not accord with the truth.

/

I I never visit expensive restaurants nor do I frequent any cabarets
or places of amusement.	 .

c. Marianna has received an assignment from the Bolsheviks
to make a reconciliation with me at any cost and to remain with
me to learner current activities, the nature of my duties, as-
certain my contacts. It is not to be excluded that the Bolsheviks
have exploited her human qualities, indicating her difficult situ-
ation in the East, her inability to dress decently, her need to
work. They could have told her that I am well-off financially and
that she has every legal right to apart of wow of life. : They
could have hinted to her that I have connections with some intelli-
gence organs and that I have once again re-established myself.
Further, they could have instructed her thus: She should contact
me, informing me what she has been forced to go through in ray
behalf, the tortures and inhumanity she has been subjected to,
indicating that throughout everything She has not betrayed me.
Such conduct on her part, indicating her to be a person of character,
would allegedlybsve an effect upon me and force me to assist her
in her present situation. This tactic is suggested by the first
letter received by Olga FILIFOVICH from Marianna. In this letter
Marianna stresses the inhuman suffering she has undergone because
of me and that in all her actions she has not betrayed me.

• 6. The second supposition is also supported by Marianna l s attempt
to find out from the FILIPOVICH I s and SIZMAKOVSKI all about my personal
status and employment, what I do, my monthly. salary. Why should she
be so intensively interested in my employment? If she really has any
desire to remain with me now, ignoring all personal feelings and our
inability to get along, would the primary question bey employment?

7. It is of interest to note that whenever I an alone with Marianna,
1 she repeatedly has made attempts to find out whether I am working for
some intelligence organ. -Marianna explains her silence for the past
seven years as follows: wi made no attempt whatsoever to seek you out
for the last seven years because I did not wish to harm you in what-
ever you WI have been doing. I felt that if you were still alive you
were once again working for counter-intelligence in the West and did
not attempt to search for you in order not to incur the wrath of the
Bolsheviks against you and through you, against myself."

8. Further, Marianna is convinced that my financial situation
is very satisfactory and believes it to be exactly that which "she had
been told" (not mentioning by *ham). She has already asked me to make
purchases of clothes for her as she considers her "rags" to be inadequate
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and do not permit her to visit others. When I informed her that I
receive 300 DM monthly, showing her the bank deposit receipts, she

• refused to believe me. It therefore follows that someone informed
!her that my salary was allegedly greater. Who could have informed her of
• this? No one of her friends in the United States could have told her

\

about	 mysalary inasmuch as even	 closest friends in Munich knowmy
that my only source of income is the 300 LE from the World Council
of Churches.

9. From my conversation with Marianna, i have gained the impression
that she mill attempt to legalise in Vest Germany at any coat. In
this course of action, she maybe desirous of the following: She may
legalise for the purpose of emigrating to the United States,or she may
legalise in order to facilitate observation of gy activities. She may
eventually attempt to recruit me for the Bolsheviks. Undoubtedly it
is not too important for her to effect a reconciliation with me; what
is important is to legalise and remain near me. Ahis is confirmed by
her daily requests that I obtain permiesion from the German police for
her stay in the West and eventually that I procure West German documents
for her. After I informed her that it is impossible to obtain docu-
ments and legalize within one week, but that a longer period of time
will be necessary, she threatened to go to the police herself to arrange
things. In the event that her efforts in Munich will not be crowned
with success, she states that she intends to travel to Cmap Valka near
Nuernberg and submit herself to the normal process in order to legalise
in some fashion or another. Marianna is afraid that, unless she suc-
ceeds in legalising before her authorization to remain in West Germany
expires on 3 August 1954, she will be forced to return to East Germany,
which she has no intent of doing. She has expressed that she intends
to write to the mayor of the village of Ronstedt, informing him that
she has no desire to return to East Germany.

E. =RAN Report Dated 16 July 1954.

1. On the basis of numerous conversations during the past ten days,
I have been able to ascertain that Marianna, traveling to Munich from
East Germany, was not uninformed on various circumstances in Munich.
She appears to be quite well oriented on the details of certain matters.
Marianna, when speaking in German, is unusually careful and utters words
only after apparently thinking every one over. When speaking in Ukrainian,
on the other hand, Marianna only infrequently chooses her words and is
much more open, permitting one to learn many more things than would be
possible in German. Marianna, with evident pleasure, employs the ex-
pression, "I was told", not indicating who told her. Only on one OCCaBiOA

did she misspeak when she said, "This was told to me at the Volkspolisei."

2. The following constitute that which Marianna "was told":

a. That she would have no difficulties in obtaining permission
to remain, once she arrived in Munich.

r; tn3511.11liook
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b. That immediately after her arrival in Mulish, She should

report to the police and declare that She is the wife of Mikhail .
KORZHAN.

0. That in the event the police decline to authorize her to
remain in West Germany, Marianna should travel to Camp Valk& near
Nuernberg and there undergo screening before a review commiesion
before which she should also declare that she is the wife of Mikhail
KORZRAN, a permanent resident of Munich, with whom she is desirous
of establishing herself. It was told her that the commission would
grant her request.

d. That the police would request to see only two documents,
her inter-zonal passport and the certificate issued by the Lodz
county office indicating that she had served two years at the labor
camp, after which she was repatriated to the East Zone of Germany
as a German. She could also show her residency card from Ronstedt.
Aside from these documents, she was assured that neither the police
nor the Valka commission would request to see any others.

e. That after she will have redeived permission to remain in
Munich, Marianna will be permitted to return to Eonstedt or Souders-
hausen in order to pickup the items she left behind.

f. That she should not concern herself with financial support
inaamuch as the German authorities would be obligated, once she had
received permission to remain in Munich, to give her a place of
residence in some escapee camp in West Germany as well as a minimum
of 50 04; this would be the least and worst she could expect 'since
her husband would be expected to help her financially. curther, if
Marianna presents a medical certificate that she is at least 50per-
cent disqualified, she will neither be forced to seek work nor to
make a living otherwise, but will even receive a larger sum of
money. Therefore she should prove using her certificate, that she
received a monthly income in the Last Zone and was being treated
at the cost of the government.

g. That should she desire, after receiving permission to re-
main in Munich, to return b3 the East Zone after 15 J47 .1954, she
could do so by paying for her railroad fare with East Germ= marks.
This ticket, therefore, would cost her only fifty Oat iarks or
approximately 12 IR. In order to insure herself accordingly, she
should obtain the necessary Oat Marks.

3. To my .query, made in Ukrainian, who gave her such detailed
information, Marianna answered that the Volkspolisei of a small village
near Sondershausen which she visited gave her the information. I asked
her Further whether the Volkspolizei also knew that Marianna did not

goow,DE "I ZED
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intend to return and that she was traveling to live with her husband.
After a long period of hesitation, Marianna answered, speaking now
in German, that all of the information was given to her by one police-
man in private on a train, rather than at the Volkspolizei bureau. It
is evident that the policeman was aware that Marianna was traveling to
main with her husband. 'Perceiving that she had misspoken, Marianna
refused to answer other questions.

4. During the course of further conversations with Marianna, abs
talked of various matters, underlining items which had been 'told" to
her but not indicating who her source was. The following items "were
told" to Marianna by this unidentified sources

a. That her hatband lives in Munich very lammatoneely, that
he visits expensive restaurants, cabarets and other locales in
Munich.

b. That her husband keeps. company with highly-placed personalities
who influence the political life of Germany and that he, as an im-
portant personage, frequently travels outside of Germany.

c. That even though her husband may have used the German laws
to remarry, the marriage would be immediately declared void upon
the appearance and declaration of the first wife.

d. That even though her husband should refuse to continue
living with her, he would be reired..to support her as-long as
she remained in Germany and until, her emigration to the United States.

e. That should her husband categorically refuse to continue
their marriage, she could obtain permission totravel to the United
States easier than any other foreigner inaamuch as she is a German
citizen. She had also been told that she could make attempts to
emigrate to the United States from Berlin but that it would be much
simpler and easier to receive permission for emigration PromMunich.

S. The above constitute items which Marianna *was told." Logi-
cally the source of this information is the volkapolizei, as she initially
mentioned. If the source is the Volks olisei, it then becomes evident
how she was able to take with her the aforementioned documents, i.e., the
discharge from the labor camp and her residency card. These documents
appear to have been a part of some public file, as both have file holes
in them. Additionally, she brought with her the certificate indicating
receipt of State support and a doctor's certificate showing that Marianna
is not fit for work. Al.]. of these documents are necessary for legalization
purposes.

6. Further, Marianna now states that she erred in her initial
supposition that I would assist her in obtaining permission to remain
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in Munich. She considers that it would have been better had she gone
to the police herself.. Several days ago, after I borroweiMarianna's
docuients (with the exception of the inter-zonal. passport) for some.
timediarianna declared to the FILIPOVICH's that she fears that I may
not return her documents, that I may destroy them, or even escape with
the documents.

F. KORZRAN Report Dated va July 1954. 

3. On 20 July 1954 at 0900 hours, I visited harianna at her rooming
house located on Angustinstrasse 40. On this occasion, Marianna shoved
us two letters which she had received Pram her sister Emilia from
Brooklyn, New 'ork; in one letterEed/ia transmitted 325 and advised
Marianna on various things. Emilia recommended that Marianna go to the
police imasdiately to request the necessary Wert German documents. She
further suggested that Marianna discuss the matter of a divorce with
a German lawyer inasmuch as Marianna should emigrate to the United States
after receipt of a divorce. Emilia reassured Marianna that I am obli-
gated to support her as long as she remains in Germany. Emilia sug-
gested that Marianna have as little to do with me as possible except
"officially" =items of financial assistance, legalization in West Germany,
and receipt of divorce.

2. I called to Marianna's attention that although she has every
right to make application for remaining in west Germany and to receive
West German documents she would automatically assume the same state-
less stable as her husband if she were to register as write, and that
according to West German law, the wife would immediately lose her German
citizenship. Therefore, Marianna could receive documents only as a
"stateless foreigner. I asked her whether she considered it important
to retain her German citizenship. Her verbatim answer was as follows:
"I must retain my German citizenship at any cost even though it portends
divorcing you. I do not desire to remain in Germany as a stateless foreigner
even for one transitory hour. I want to be in Germany as a German citizen."

3. Marianna did not give any concrete answer to my queries about the
basic reason for wanting to retain her German citizenship. She did hint,
however, that in the event her plans to emigrate to the United States did
not eventuate,she might even consider returning to the East Zone of
Germany and therefore did not want to lose her German citizenship. Other-
wise, in the event that she did succeed in legalizing in West Germany,
she would have few restrictions to travel in Europe. On the other hand,
she would be restricted in her movements as a "stateless foreigner."

4. To my query whether she would take legal proceedings against me
in order to obtain a divorce, she replied that she would but that she is

1
 at present without finances. I told her that I would bear all costs in
the divorce proceedings, to which she agreed.

G. KORZHAN Report Dated 22 July 1954.

1. On 22 July 1954 I visited Marianna in 0rder lo REToPelimaiming in West Germany as well as toexq.cute an applicgif
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of asylum in West Germany. Additionally, I brought her an application
from the American Consulate for emigration to the United States.

2. Seeing that I appeared to be sincere inundating her, Marianna
conversed with me in a very friendly tone of voice. Baring our conver-
sation Marianna half in jest, half in seriousness, made a proposition
that I accompany her to the East Zone in order to visit her relatives
there. Her proposition was as follows:

/— "After I receive permission to remain in West Germany, I will
have another last opportunity to return to the East Zone in order
to transfer wy possessions to West Germany. I will 	 be able
to visit my relatives. Would you be able to accompany me to the
East Zone? If you were to, not only my relatives but even all My
acquaintances and fttende would be happy to see you. However, I
believe that you probably fear to go to the Last Zone. Isn't that
true? Speaking frankly, you should not be afraid and have no reason
to be. You should understand that I lived under my true name for
the last seven years; during this period, no one questioned=
about anything nor concerned themselves with me. I think that the
same would be applicable were you to arrive in the East Zone; no
one would really be interested in you but you would do me a great
favor as well as py relatives. My relatives, on my departure to
West Germany, begged** to bring you to see thee; they promised
to help in obtaining authorisation for your visit to the East Zone.
For your information and to put your mind at ease, you must be-
lieve me that there are no Bolsheviks whatsoever in my area where
I resided; the Volkepolisei do not concern themselves with anyone
who arrives possessing a legal passport. Such is my proposition
to you however, I am not trying to convince you,as you should do
as you see fit."

3. Before I was able to formulate a reply, she answered as follows:
"I see that you are afraid to go to the East Zone. Probably it would
be better if you did not go . I do not want to take any responsibility
upon myself. I am personally convinced that nothing would befall you.
If, however, something happened, I should not like to be responsible for
it." In order not to close the gates on her proposition, I replied that
I would give the matter some thought.

4. During the remainder of the conversation, Marianna related some
impressions aMout the frame of aid among the Soviet military personnel
and Party members in East Germany. bile stated the following:

"All members of the Red Army are convinced that sooner or
later war will break out with the Americans, although the date
is unknown. Whether it will be within several months, a year, or
not for several years, the fact remains that there will be a war
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with the Americans. It is clear that, should war break out, the
Bolsheviks will be able to occupy West Germany, Austria and other
nations within a matter of days. Because of this, the Volkspolisei
do not make angr concerted effort to interfere with those escaping
to the West. he Volkspolisei merely registers accurately their
=ROO, believing that none of these German escapees mill long enjoy
their 'Western freedom' and that their days are numbered; they will
receive their just share when the time comes. From this attitude.
it becomes apparent that the Pakspolisei, like the members of the
Red Army, are convinced that they will be lord over Germany- sooner
or later."
5. Marianna reiterated that during the course of the UB hearings

in Lode, she did not reveal that I worked for the Abwehr. In her
opinion, neither the UB nor the Volkspolisei are ii—CErleast aware of
my previous activities. This reaffirmation on Marianna's part appears
to be an attempt to convince meto accompany her to the East Zone.

6. The question ariseas Bid Marianna make the proposition that
I accompany her to the East Zone to visit her relatives out of sheer
stupidity or was it in accordance with an assignment received either
from the UB, MOB or the Volkspolisei? It is difficult to imagine that
Marianna does not understand what awaits me were I to appear in the
East Zone. This, possibly, Was the first step in the direction of
eventual attempt at my recruitment for collaboration with the Soviets;
hence her reassurance that she did not reveal anything to the UB,
hence her talk about the strength of the Bolsheviks, and hence her
story that sooner or later they will take over West Germany. When to
this is added the fact that I had previously informed Marianna that

I
I could not emigrate to the United t.ates because of my activities with
German intelligence, it becomes necessary to conclude that Marianna
came up with the proposition as a solution to the problem. In any
case, I am convinced at this time that Marianna is smarter than I
thought her to be at one time. Although she is not intelligent, she
is refined and crafty. It is Try belief that she will show her real
motives only, after she will have obtained permission to remain in West
Germany.

7. That Marianna is smarter than I thougMprevionsly is evidenced
by the following, which occurred a few days ago. Marianna, during our
conversation at that time, informed me "that she has accurate information.
that I have remarried." In reply to ay qaellrhow could I remarry with-
out a divorce, she replied, "I was absent all these years from Germany
and did not inform you about myself. You appealed to the courts, ds-
claring that I was dead and thus obtained permission to remarry." Asking

I.

her who had given her such information, she said that "it had been told
to her". When / stated that someone was furnishing her with false
information, she replied without thinking: "I am aware that you suspect
me of having been sent here on an assignagit r the Bolsheviks. You

Lt'Act



are convinced that I have contacts here who furnish me with information.
You are grossly mistaken. I permit you to have me =milled; perhaps
you already have. In that case you will have found out that aside
fraa meeting the FILUOVICR i s, I meet no one else."

H. NORZRAN Report Dated 2 August 1954.

'	 1. On 2 August 1954 at 0628 hours, Marianna departed by train
from Munich to Giessen _ near Frankfurt, Germany, in hope of obtaining
permission to stain west Germany. who told me that had she known
that it is so difficult to legalise in Hest Germany, then she should
not have left the Eastern Zone. Because "she had been told," she
continued, that it was easy to legalise in West Germany and to arrange
for emigration to the United States, she left the Eastern Zone. Nqw
she realises that she must wait at least e4mar for permission to
emigrate, and it is even probable that dhe will not meet American
immigration requirements.

2. Her new address sill be

Marianna Elisabeth KORMAN
Bundesauff	 deutsche Olinger
51essen ne.
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